Extensive reconstruction of the left anterior descending coronary artery with an internal thoracic artery graft.
Revascularization of the diffusely diseased coronary artery is a big challenge for both cardiologists and cardiac surgeons. Long reconstruction of the diffusely diseased vessel may be a useful surgical option. The aim of this study is to assess clinical and angiographic outcomes of extensive reconstruction (≥4 cm) of the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) using an internal thoracic artery (ITA) graft with or without endarterectomy. We retrospectively reviewed 213 patients who underwent extensive reconstruction of the LAD using an ITA graft between September 2004 and July 2009. The diffusely diseased LAD was extensively incised, additional endarterectomy was performed if necessary, and then the LAD was reconstructed with an ITA graft in a long on-lay fashion. Early and 1-year postoperative angiography was performed in 188 patients (88.3%) and 152 patients (71.4%), respectively. The mean length of the reconstructed LAD was 5.4 ± 1.2 cm. Endarterectomy was performed in 46.0% of the patients. The operative mortality was 1.4%. Low cardiac output and perioperative myocardial infarction were observed in 3.3 and 5.2% of the patients, respectively. Freedom from death and other cardiac or cerebrovascular events was 91.5 ± 2.2% at 3 years. The early and 1-year patency rates of the ITA to LAD grafting were 95.7% and 93.4%, respectively. Extensive reconstruction of the diffusely diseased LAD using an ITA graft could be performed safely. Early and 1-year angiographic outcome were excellent. This surgical revascularization is an useful option for revascularization of the diffuse coronary artery disease.